2008 PROGRAM

August 4 - 6

Padua, Italy

Publishing for Global Impact

EXCURSION

Visit to Padua University Anatomy Theatre

KEYNOTE ADDRESS

Nursing in Italy, R. Zanotti

CONCURRENT SESSIONS

International survey of nursing journal reviewers J. Baggs, M. Broome, M. Dougherty, M. Freda, M. Kearney

Quality of peer reviews R. Cowling, M. Shattell, S. Thomas

KEYNOTE ADDRESSES

Public response to a controversial photo essay published in the Kai Tiaki Nursing New Zealand Journal T. O’Connor, A. Manchester

TRENDS in CONSORTing with SQUIREs: Standards for reporting research and Quality Improvement studies D. Mason and M. Broome; Moderator: B.Brown

HOT TOPICS: DEBATE, DIALOGUE, AND DECISIONS

Moderators: S. Smoyak and B.Brown Serving on Multiple Editorial Boards: Conflict of Interest? Publishing in Journals You Edit Editorial Independence: Relationships to Societies Open Access Revisited Publishing multiple articles from same research project Errors in references and citations
KEYNOTE ADDRESS

Searching for the Intervention in Intervention Research Reports V. Conn

EXCURSION

Excursion to Euganei Hills (Registration and extra fee required)

CONCURRENT SESSIONS

Development of a ranking tool in Australia and New Zealand: The Journal Evaluation Tool (JET) P. Crookes

Best Practice Guidelines on Publication Ethics G. Campbell

PANEL

First 100 days as an editor S. Gennaro

Mentoring to become an editor S. Thomas, M. Shattell

KEYNOTE ADDRESS

Editor Orientation Project Report B. Puetz, G. Alspach

PANEL

Everything you wanted to know from your publisher with panel of publishers: Marketing your journal, marketing strategies, becoming international C. Mee, G. Campbell, R. Safer, Moderator: T. Marrelli